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CORE 2021: YOUR
LEADERSHIP X-PERIENCE
This year at CORE, you had the
opportunity to follow your path and
unlock your leadership X-perience. 
 Through several sessions, you were
provided with the skills needed to sail
your ship back home. You were taught
take-it-home activities to bring your
chapter together and were taught by
your own State Officer team about how
to lead your crew back home to success
this year. You were given resources to
utilize, as well as experiences that you
will never forget. The entire team hopes
you enjoyed your weekend and took
away many amazing things to help you
have a smooth sailing ship this year.

Turn on notifications for our YouTube
channel, "Georgia TSA", to be the first to

see our upcoming CORE Recap! 

Hey guys! It is your 2nd Vice President Parker here! I
hope you had an excellent time at CORE! I hope that
you learned a lot about leadership during your time
there. I'm so excited for Tech Day. It's going to be an
excellent return to competitions and a great start to
the year overall.  Good luck to all!



 
Our second event of the year is quickly

approaching! Tech Day is set for
Monday, October 11th at the Georgia

National Fairgrounds in Perry. We
hope to see you there! TSA Week

(October 11th -15th) directly follows
Tech Day. Finally, Fall Leadership

registration closes on October 15th.

Hispanic Heritage Month starts on September 15th and
ends on October 15th. This month recognizes and
celebrates American citizens whose ancestors are from
Central and South America. We will be highlighting some
important scientists and engineers. Luis Alvarez was a
physicist who won the 1968 Nobel Prize in Physics. He
developed multiple radar systems and worked on the
Manhattan Project. Another scientist, Franklin Chang-
Diaz, was the first Hispanic NASA astronaut and was
involved in seven space shuttle missions. Lastly, Carlos
Juan Finlay was an epidemiologist who discovered that
yellow fever was transmitted by mosquitos.  We hope
you take the time to recognize their achievements. 

Hi Georgia TSA! My name is Zoe Coffey, and I'm

serving as your State Reporter. This past year was so

full of unknowns, so returning to normalcy seems

exciting yet challenging. As your chapter returns to

in-person meetings and events, be sure to stay safe

and HAVE FUN! I'm BEYOND excited for Tech Day,

and I hope to see everyone there! Until then, make

sure to stay updated through our Instagram

(@georgiatsa) and YouTube channel ("Georgia

TSA"). We revived the Sunday Sit-down series,

started this monthly newsletter series, and launched

a Member of the Month program (all of which you

can keep up with through our social media)!

Georgia TSA's Technology  Day, or Tech Day, is a one-day trip where members have
the opportunity to participate in a small variation of competitive events, ranging from
Pin Design to a Robotics Challenge.  It is held every year in Perry, GA at the Georgia
National Fairgrounds. Following the competitive events and  general session,
members are encouraged to explore the fair with their chapter and have fun riding
rides, eating food, and more!

georgiatsaofficers@gmail.com
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Have any questions?
Ask us here!

Fill out our Member of the Month nomination
form (linked in our Instagram bio) to nominate

yourself or another member for October
Member of the Month. 

Congratulations Kylie!

What is Technology Day?


